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          Soggxe Pfobfieckxs ifi Soig Meckftwigs.

                            By

           Prof. Fukuhei [I]AKABEyA, Kogakz{hakz{shi,

                            and '

            Assist. Prof. [l]adaaki SAKAI, Kbgakztshi.

                   (Received January l5, 1934)

   The present paper deals with a part of the resuits of the authors'

study on the following three problems in soil meehanics:

   (1) Experimental investigations on angle of natural slope of

       dry sand at certain depth.

   (2) Sand pressure experiments for partial yieldiRg of wall in

       eertain depth.

   (3) Sand pressure experiments under special eonsideration of

       horizontal displacement and frictional condition of wall

       surface.

     X, Xxperimental Xnvestigations on Angle of Natural

             Slope of Vry Sand at Certain Depth,

   In various investigations concerned with soil meehanics, the angle

of the natural slope of sand as well as the surface of rupture of

the same seem to play a very important y61e in the design of

revetment walls. ' '
    On this mattei', the senior author has already made exaet ex-

perimental inve$tigations under several conditions and in different

     -:.:.ways.

   ee These Memoirs, see the following reports: F. Tal{abeya; Experimental In-
vestigations oR the Internal Granular Movements of Sand. Memoirs Vol. 2, No. 6.
   Experimental Investigations on Surface of Rupture in Sand. Memoirs Vol.3,
No. 2.
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   In the present note the experimental results on the angle of

natural slope of sand under the ground surface will be reported.

   (A) (B) The angle between the surface
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of soil or sand and horizontal plane

is called, in this note, the angle of

repose or angle of natural slope.

These are, in the case of dry sand,

easily observed and measured.

   For a dry sand, this natural

slope is shown as a straight line

and the amount of the angle is

considered always to be constant,

concerning with a definite species
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of sand grains. However, under the ground surface, i.e. at a certain

depth of the sand, the question arises whether the angle keeps

constant or whether it varies in quite different ways.

   The angle of natural slope of that kind has been measured ex-

perimentally as follows:

   The apparatus employed was as shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

   The apparatus was erected which is shown in Fig. 1 in the steel

tank shown in Fig. 2, having a glass side and measuring 1,8m wide

and long, 3.6m deep. Then, dry sand was fi11ed up loose]y in the

tank.

   In this way, it was possible to observe the angle of natural

slope of sand at any depth as shown in Fig. 3.

                         In the experiments fine beaeh sand

Fig, 3,

was used dried and shifted to a grain size

of O.86mm dia. mixed with an unspecified

proportion of finer ones. The specific weight

was 2.56, the weight of one cubie m 1300kg,

and the angle of natural slope 340 20'.

   The sand tank above mentioned had too

little capacity to observe the variation of

the angle of natural slope in question, i.e.

the dimensions of the tank were too small

to determine the relation between the

amount of depth and the aspect of the

natural slope at the given depth. A screw

testing machine was suMciently powerful

to use in an experiment of this kind, so

the surface of the sand mass was pressed

by the testing machine substitution for the

immense mass of fi11ing sand, in order

to obtain an equivalent height for very

mueh larger depth than the tank could
furnish,
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This method

    F. Takabeya and T. Sakai.

of experiments is as follows:

-,wt

                           Fig. 4.

   To observe the natural slope of sand, a wooden box was made,

strong enough to resist the maximum Ioading of 10tons, an equivalent

depth of 50m in sand. This box has been constructed with a glass

plate on one side, that the measurement may be made by the side
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of the box; and to avoid the frictional effeet of the glass plate upen

the sand mass, whose effeet may not be negligible, the angle of

natural slope was measured at a certain distanee from the glass

plate and at the same time at the eentral part of the box.

   Next, to mal<e the relative movement of ehe sand mass easier to

observe, the sand was filled in the box in horizontal Iayers and the
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different horizontal surfaces were marked by a number of lines of

blaek coloured sand. After pouring in and Ioading the sand mass

was wet and fixed with plain water, app]ying the cementing action

of water, and then having cut through the central part of the sand

mass, the observer could note the relative movement of the sand

grains. The experiment of this kind applying the cementing action

of water has already been reported in Memoirs Vol. 3, No. 2."` Fig.4

shows the wooden box and the testing maehine used; from the

central window of the glass plate there peeps the plane of natural

slope to be measured and at the top of the box one sees also eight

steel pins used to determine the relative position of the points which

lie in the line of natural slope.

   Figs.7 and 8 show the results of the experiments. Fig.7(a)

shows the bulging curve obtained by the use of the apparatus of

inelined edges shown in Fig.5. Fig.7(b) shows the similar curve

obtained with the apparatus of flat edge with base plate, shown in

Fig.6. Fig.7(a)' is obtained with the former apparatus (Fig.5),

fi11ing the sand more compaetly eompared with the above two cases･

Fig. 8.

   ee F. Takabeya: Experimental Investigations on Surface of Rupture in Sand.
Memoirs Vol. 3, No. 2, P. 76.
   F. Takabeya: Internal Granular Movement of Sand Treated as Three Dimen-
tional Problems. Memoirs Vol.3, No. 2, P.81.
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The sand was always paeked in horizontal layers; the different

horizontal surfaces were marked by a number of lines of black

coloured sand.

   In every ease, natural slopes were measured underthe pressures

2 tons, 4 tons, 6 tons, 8 tons and 10 tons, their equivalent depths being

10rn, 2em, 30rn, 4em and 50m in these eases. The screw testing

machine was operated at the rate of 2.5 mmlminute and pressure

was increased. The machine was stopped during le minutes for the

]oadings ef the five different kinds mentioned above.

   Fig.9 shows the relation between pressure and settlement of

the suvface of sand mass. The horizontal parts in the eurves show

the pressure decrease due to the gradual proceeding of the mutual

compensatioR of unbalanced frictional resistanees during the time of

stopping of the testing machine, i.e. 10minutes; but, the pressure

decrease seemed to loe very gradually and feeble after the duration

of about 10 minutes.

    Fig･8 shows the relative movement of the sand masses when

the pressure was increased to 10tons from Otons, i.e. when the
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  depth of sand was inereased to 50m from

  Om in equivalent height. ･
      By these experiments it may be eon-
  cluded that the natural slope of dry sand

  under the ground surface takes the aspects

  shown in Fig.10 (B), always keeping a
  constant inclination to the horizontal plane,

  except near the ends of the cantilever arm

  and that it does not change its inclination

  with the depth as is shown in Fig. 10 (A).

      For the mere upper portion of the slope,

  a curved surface is observed, caused by a
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bulging of the sand rnass pressed by the weighe of the sand.

These characteristies of the dry sand are obvious in the ease of

the wall with cantilever partitions as shown in Fig.12.

                                          (January 20, 1933)

           XX, Sand Messure rcxperiments foy wwartial

              YieXding ef Wall ixx Cextain xeepth,

    Experimental investigations of soil mechanics, espeeially on earth

pressure measurernent have been extensively made by many in-

vestigators. Almost all of those experiments seem to have been to

determine the resultant foree of earth pressure, laying }ess importanee

upon the yielding or displacement of the wall; while the yielding

of the contact surface on the pressuse gives a fatal effect upon the

amount of the pressure to be measured.

    In this paper the authors describe the experimental results on

the relations amongst the horizontal component of the sand pressure

against a wall, whieh eovers a rectangular opening in the lower pare

of the side wall of a tank, the yielding o£ this wall and the height

of the bacl< filling. In addition to these, the effeet of yielding of

the wall upon the structure of the sand mass in the tank is deseribed,

                   rcxpeximent and.waesults,

   To measure the horizontal eomponent of the sand pressure in a

certain depth, use was made of a steel sand tank, measuring1.8 m wide

and long, 3.6m deep, which has a rectangular opening (O.35m long

and 1.1 m wide) in the Iower part of the side wall, the opening being

covered by a sliding wall which is exposed to the pressure to be

measured. (see Fig.12)

    In Fig. 12 may be seen the sliding wall A whieh stands on a

paiv of rollers R. Connection is made be'tween the sliding wa}1 and

the weight box W by a steel wire. The weight box eontains shots

and the weight ealt be gradually redueed by letting the shots fall

down one by one from slit B of the weight box.

,
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                            Fig. 12.

   The sand tank was first filled with dry sand and the weight

was then reduced gradual}y to the moment when the s}iding wal}

began to yield in a horizontal direetion, The observer noted the
movements of the sliding wall and read the readings up to O.tmm

by using the indicator of the similar rneehanism shown in Fig. 13.

' The material of the baek fiIling was fine dry beach sand, the

maximum size of grains O.86mm dia., the speeific weight of grains

Zle52kethsea.Wdei3%h.t2o9i One C"bie Meter 1300kg and the angle of repose

    The surfaee of baei< filling was horizontal and it was poured in

horizontal layers. The heights of the back fiIIing were O.75ho, ho,

1.5 ho, 2 ho, 3 he and 4 ho, where he denote the height of the opening,

i.e. O.35 m.

   Next, another smaller wooden box was introdueed, in order te

investigate the transformations of the strueture ef the baek filling

mass of sand, whieh were produeed by the yielding of the sliding

wall, the chief part of the transformation being the change of

sur£aee of rupturein thebaek fi}ling sand. The.box had an opening
in the lower part of its lateral side and was able to yield gradually

at intensional' rnoments, giving a horizontal movement to a board

eonneeted to the opeing (Fig. 13). One of the side walls of this box

was a glass plate in order to facilitate observation of the internal

granular movements.
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                            Fig. 13.

   Sand was fi11ed loosely in the box always in horizontal layers

and the different horizontal surfaees were marked by a number of

horizontal lines of hlack sand; thus the relative movement of the

granular masses was made easier to observe.

   Let bo be the height of the opening, i.e. the height of the sliding

wall of the sand tank which yields in a horizontal direction, h the

height of the back fi11ing, E(h) the horizontal component of the

pressure on the sliding wall which covers the opening, and S the

distance that the sliding wall is displaeed, or yields, horizontally.

   Fig. 14 represents the relations between Elh) and S for h = 2ho,

h=3ho, and h=4ho; and Fig.15 represents the same relations

when h == O.75ho, h= ho, h == 1.5ho and h == 1.75he.

   It is noticeable that every eurve consists of two different phases;

in the first phase the sand pressure decreases proportionally with the

distance that the wall yields; this relation can be represented by a
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straight line. In the seeend phase, the yielding of the wall is re-

markably sensible, it proceeds in a greater proportion than the sand

pressure decreases and the yielding of the wall oceurs by a few

jerks; the zigzag lines show this pare o£ this phase. rn the advaneed

state of the second phase, a large yielding of the wall oecurs with

a single jerk and the equi}ibrium of the sand mass is thereby eoTn-

plete]y broken. C.Terzaghi treats similar results."'"
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again be made here to Memoirs
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     gn
      Fig.

             Pl. II represent the effeet of

      upon strueturesofthesandmass
               importaRce to explain the

      we consider, however, the effect of

between the glass plate and the sand as well

      mass, the figures of the surface of

  photographs may be somewhae different

       these investigaeions reference may

       Vol.3, No.2. Thus, these photo-
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graphs, No. 1, Pl.I to No. Ie, Pl. II explain the 'singular points in

the curves as below:

   In the first phase, the plane of rupture does not appear, along

which the sand mass slides, though the corresponding movements of

the grains to the points which may be traeed in the eurves of Figs. Z4

and 15 appear as interRal movements of the granular mass. They

are eonfined to a regieR between the side wall and a little outside

of the surface of rupture as shown in the photograph. The sand

grains, which take theiv plaees nearer to the wall surface of the

tank, show a greater moVement than the further ones.

    Foy the beginning of the seeond phaSe, one may observe in the

photographs an ear]y transformation to the plane of rupture in the

Iower part of the bacl< filling. With the yielding of the wall, the

plaRe of rupture propagates upwards to the upper layers, and

the sand mass which slides along the plane of rupture increases

with the yielding. The slip Ioosens the structure of a narrow zone

of sand along the plane 'of rupture and the sand mass begins to

eontain a layer of less eornpact material, gaining the plane of least

resistanee. Then the sand pressure increases and at last the large

yielding of £he wall oecut's with a jerk, allowing the equilibrium of

the sand mass to break down eompletely.

    ]]'ig. 16 represents the relation between IC<h) and h. Curve a

gives the estimated point o£ interseet!on of the straight }ine of the

first phase and the axis of E(h). In other words, this point may be

consldered as the one whieh represents the pressure Eut) at the

momentwhenthewallbeglnstoyield. ･
    Curve rs gives the pressure Eu,) at the beginning point of

the seeond phase. Concerning with this transition point the first

phase to the seeond one, the experiments gave somewhat un-
eertain results and therefrom the corresponding pre$sure .E7(h) is only

the approximate one. Curve 7 gives the value E(h) at the moment

when the equilibrium has been completely broken.

    In the case of h t-< ho, these eurves seem to beeome paraboiie and

toeoincidewith ･.
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   In the case of h>ho,

                  Eu,) =

where K is a eonstant and

Inclination of these curves

-E-1ftv(h2-(h-ho)'2}.

123

constant.

                )giS'cz'ent of ho              dre
   Fig. 16.

the curves do not coineide with

-2-1 Kzv(h2-(h -h,)2} ,

values the saiine in the case of

is very flat, eompared with the

h < ho･

eurve of
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   In the case of h>2ho, the eurves become approximately
hoyizontal; in other words, the pressures are eoBstant for any height

of back filling.

   It is worthy ef notice that measurements made in the pyesent

experiments show no sand pressure in the ease where the side wall

stands completely at rest, i.e., measuyements show no sand pressure

                                               ,where no yielding of the side wall is allowed; but the experimental

resuits show the pressure at the moment when a eertain partial

yielding of the side wall in the lower part of the tank wall has

foeen allowed. In the case of this yielding, a part of the pressure

seems to have been transmitted to the adjacent portion in the wall

and the measured pressure shows a mueh smaller value than that

at the moment when the wall begins to yield, which is to be est!mated

from the experimental data.

                            '
                    SeetionaX ConeZusions,

    The general eonclusions to be drawn from the results of the

present investigations may be summarized as fo]Iows:

   (O The herizontal component of the sand pressure against a

       wall whieh covers a rectangular opening in the lowev part

       of a side wall of the saRd tank, deereases with the yielding

       of the wal]. During the decrease of the pressure, there are

       notieed two different phases in the eurves of the re}ation

       between the pressure and the amountof the yielding er the

       hoyizontal dlsplaeement. For the first phase, the pressure

       decreases pyeportioRally with the distance that the wal}

       yields and the plaRe of rupture does not appear during the

       yielding o£ the wali in this phase, although one may observe
       the faint ynotion of the granular grains. For the seeond

       phase, the plane of yupture appears and the amount ef the

       yielding is remarkable by jerks,

    (2) The relation between the sand pressure and the height of

        the bael< fil}ing may loe stated as fo]lovL's:
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In ehe ease of h<ho, the pressures inerease propoytionally

with the square of h. In the case of 2ho>h>ho, the in-

erease of the pressure is appyoximately pvoportienal to the

value of h, A part of the pressure which is exerted ln £he
case ef no yielding seems to be transmitted to the adjaeent

part of the side wall wheit the wal] begins to yield. The

rate of ehe inereasing of the presgure is very small.

In the case of h>2ho, the pressure seems to be approx-

imately constant for any height of bacl< filling.

                                    (May 15, 1933)

"

 XXX, Sand Wressure wwxperiments under Special Consideraeions

         of wworizontal Msplaeement and Wrietioma1

                Conditiox} of Wall Surfaee,

   Empioying the same sand tanl< as described in the preeeding

seetion, sand pressure measurements were repeatedly earried out

with the horizontal movement ranglng between O.5mm and 1.0cm,

under the supposition that the sand pressure on the wall surfaee is

dependent in a great measure on the finish of the wall surface, i.e.

of the wa]l surfaees made of glass, of planed pine board and of

rough hewn pine board.

   The granular materials used in these experiments and the method

of fiIling up were entirely the same as described in the preceding

section.

(1)

In

  wwxperimeRta2 meesults and

 K-S-Diagram and CoeMeieRt

general, the earth presgure ean

         E(h} =-l･i-KWh2 "･ee･

Seetional meesum6s.

of Earth Pressure at Rest.

be expressed by the equation:

-""e"-o---e"di-ie-ece- (:l.)

p
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where E(h) represents the horizontal component of the pressure

exerted by the sand against a unit length of the wa]1, ?v the vLTeight

oE a unit volume of the sanct, h the height of the retaining wall and

K the constant which may be determined by the boundary eonditions.

In the speeial ease, i.e. in the case K= 1, equation (1) gives the

horizontal component of the corresponding pressure of a liquid.

    The horizonta} pressure of the sand was measured by means of

the apparatus and granular materials which were exaetly the same

as deseribed in the preceding sections and from these experiments

the values of K were obtained. It is worthy of notice, as frequent-

ly mentioned before, that the sand pressures measured have relation

to the horizontal yielding of the wa}l. This censideration did not

appear in the earth pressure theories of Coulomb, Ranl<ine and their

suceessors. The present writers, however, have paid attentioi) to

Terzaghi's experiments which deal with the relation between the

sand pressure and the yielding of the wall.

    Henee, in addition te the consideration of the horizontal displaee-

ment of the wall surface, the present sand pressure experiments

were carried out taking into consideratien of the roughness of the

wal] surfaee, i.e. of surfaces made g]ass, of planed pine board and

of rough' hewn pine board.

    The results of the experiments are summarlzed and represented

in Figs. 17, 18 and l9, which show the relations between S and K,

for three different conditions of wall-surface roughness and S denotes

in the figures the amount of the horizontal yielding of the wall.

That is, Fig.17 is for the most rough suTfaee made of rough hewn

pine board; Fig. 18 for thesmooth surfaee of planed pine board and

Fig.I9 for the most smooth surface of glass. Fig.20 represents
these resum6s.

   Every series of experiments was repeated at least ten times, but

in these diagrams the experimental resuits of four tirnes are shown

for the sake of simplicity. More elearJy, the eurve iB Fig.21 may

serve as an example of the result of the experiment, separated from

the anothcr ones.

in
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   Attention is called to the charaeteristies in the shape of eurve

which have been already mentioned iR the preceding seetions, how-

ever, they may be mentioned again here.

   As Iong as the amount of the yielding of the wall is small, the

relation between S and K can be yepresented by a straight line ab

(Fig. 21), in other words, the sand pressure decreases proportional]y

with the amount of the yielding of the wall like the relation betwen

stress and strain in elastie solid body. However, with the increase

of the yielding o£ the wall this re}ation deviates gvadually from the

straight line and the yielding beeomes remarkably sensible and pro-

ceeds in a greater proportion than the decrease in sand pressure and

the yielding of the wall is given by a few jerks. Curve ca in Fig. 21

shows this part. In the advaneed state of the yielding, i.e. at the

point d, a Iarge yielding of the wall happens by a simple jerk and

theequilibrlumofthesandmassiseompletelybroken. ･
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    The investigations upon the transformation of the structure o£
the sand mass whieh is produced by the yie]ding of the wall, con-

eisely explain these phenomena. Photographs No. 1, PI. I to No. 10,

Pl. II show the effect of the partial yielding, in horizontal directioR,

of the side wall upon the strueture of the sand mass of the bael<

fiIIing. Photographs No. 11 to No. 14, Pl. III show the same, but of

thetotal yielding of the side wall. By these photographs we knox?LT

 hat the plane of rupture appears at the point d (Fig.20 and the

wedge shaped sand prism begins to slide down at this point. By

the outbreak of the plane of rupture, the narrow zone of sand along

the plane of rupture beeomes the plane of least resistance and a

large yielding of the vyTall happens with a simple jerk, allowing the

equillbrium of sand mass to break down completely. At the slight

yielding of the wall, one observes only the iRternal movements of

the granular mass which are confined to a region above the surfaee

of rupture or near by as shown in Photograph No. 11, Pl. III; and

this observation gives an idea that the sand pressure seems to have

a Iinear relation to the yielding of the wall as long as the amount

oftheyieldingissmalL .. ,
    Next, in the more advaneed state of the yielding the plane o£
rupture is far from the wall and the sliding down of the sand prism

is stopped unless the weight decreases in the weight box. When

the 'araount of the yielding of the wai} reaehes to about 20mm, a

,seeond plane of rupture appears and a Iarge yielding happens again

with a jerk, which, however, could not be rnarked in Fig. 21.

    Now, if the straight line ab (Fig. 21) is prolonged, then lt cuts

the axis of ordinates at the point where K has the value O.42 ap-

proximately. This value gives the sand pressure against a wall of

absolutely no yielding and the writers call the value of K, in this

case, the coeMeient of the earth pressuye at rest. This coineides

with the value whieh Terzaghi's experiments gave.

   (2) Comparison between Experimental Results and'Those Com-

puted from OId Earth Theories.
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    In the Rankine Theory, K is given by the feymula:

               Krw- 1-sinq) .......................... (2)
                    1 + sin g)

where op is the angle of repose of the sand; in our ease it tal<es the

value:

                      {p = 34020'.

Substituting this value in equ, (2), one obtains

    ' K= Oi278.
    In Coulomb Theory, the eonstant K is given by £he formula:

           K-.., c.os2w ..........,....(3)
               [1+V S21n (opeo+s.6s? s'in q ]2

                                           '
where S' is the angle between the normal to the surface of the wall

and the direction of the earth pressure. '
    As the angle S' we tal<e the angle at which the sand grains are

about to move along the surface of the wall inelined to the horlzontal,

Uowever, for the rough hewn pine board, S' is greater than q. So,

in this ease, we take

                      st == cp'

q is the same as mentioited in equ. (2). Then, the values of K are

･eomputed as follows:

    a) For the wall surfaee made of rough hewn pine boayd, sub-

stituting g) = 34020' and S' =34020' in equ. (3), one obtains:

                      K = O･211.

    b) For the wall surface made of planed pine board, substituting

q) == 34020' and S' -mm 31020' in equ. (3), one obtains:

                      K - O･216.
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    c) For the wall surfaee made of glass, substituting op -- 34020'

and S' == 25040' in equ. (3), one obtaiRs:

                      K== e･226.

   Let a be the aRgle which the plane of rupture makes with the

horizontal. Then,adapting the angle a to Coulorr}b Theoyy, the next

formula is obtained under the assumption that the directions of the

forees are as shown in Fig. 22.

              E -im "1 wh2 COtaS?:n (a-LM'B) ......,...te･ee･ (4)

                   2 cos(a-S-S')

where E is the resultant force of the earth pressure,

   Therefore, its horizontal component E(h) is given by the formula:

             E(,> =-liT2vh2 cota,osln(ia.wwsnv6)s,c)osS' ......... (s)

Henee,

              K buin- eot a sin (a - 8) cos S' ................. (6)

                      cos (a-8-st)

   The values of the angle a can be determinect from experiments;

these values were approximately equal, in ehe present case, for three

dlfferent conditions o£ roughness on the wa}I surface:

                      a = 63030'.

                           S' is the same as rnentioned in equ.

     ,i:i･:'ii'::',:.;'x::t';,;',,}s:-';;i;f:.:1:r; (3)-Fortheangleoftheinternal
     ,','L,):,':i･::f:li'r',･l:,,･';;t::i{:itii

                    ff frictionofthesandmassi.e.for8,     :"';:t:":.iill'g)''.i.:.I'.:L:',t･."::.･::i･

     l':.//li:.i,'li'i.i･i:･l,,111/i･i･/i･11i'il･i`L,/ilit(tll,i･lill.li'i･Il･: scf'

                           we assume that this is identieal to
                        rv   Cf i･11･'l･I.'i[l,:'trf,t."tt'.[:,iS.1:.';.i))':'･,'

                           the angle of repose of the sand. Then
  h//i////11'-}1',",li;'i"////il//i.i'ii'/i.:11il:lr.I[[1?lzi of6 thevaluesofKforthethreedif-

     '.r{'.'rTt'-I.':.:,t:.:i"'ti:.'.

.i
iil'l･,,-.,;･i.･:iiliiilkii･i.:iii･iill;tiii,l'iliidililll,,, g:r,zn,l,.w,,a.:ks,zr,fa,se,?,zwwm,.p,"te,d,.ty,

          Fig. 22. of gD, 8 and S' in equ. (6) as follows:
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a) For the wall surfaee made of rough hewn pine lioard:

K --- O･201 .

b) Woythewall surface made of planed pine looayd:

K :e･208.

c) Forthewall surface made of glass :

K =" O'219e

   Comparing the values ef K obtained by equ. (3) with the cor-

responding ones obtained by equ. (6), we know that these coryespond-

ing values are approximately ldenticaj, in other words, the plane of

rupture whieh ls assumed in Coulorr}b Theory eoineides near)y with

the plane of aetual rupture.

   The values of K which have been obtained by the experiments

are the funetion of the amount of yielding of the wall. The vaiues

of K at the moment when the plane of rupture appears, i.e. at the

point d, are as follows:

    a) For the wall surface made of rough hewn pine board:

                      K= O･170.

b) For the wall   psuylaee made of planed pine board:

K :O'176e

c) For the wall surface made of glass:

K =: O･i80 .

   The values of

the momene when
follows :

K at

 the

the beginning

yielding of the

of the seeond phase, i.e. at

 wall beeomes sensible are as
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    a)

    b)

    c)

These

by the
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 For the wall surfaee made of rough hewn pine board:

                                  '
                                      '                 K = o･2e.

 For the wall suTface made o£ pianed pine board:

                 K rw- O'21 e

 For the wall surfaee made of glass:

                 K= O-22.

values of K which are obtained by the formulae as well as

experirnents are tabulated in Table I.

                     Tab}e I.

                   Values of K.

KR Kc KEd
t

L '

Roughhewnpineboard. O.278 O.21! O.201 O.20 O.170

Planedpineboard. O.278 O.216 e,2os O.21 o.lrit6

Glass. O.278 O.226 O.219 O.22 O.180

l E

In TableI

    Kk:

   Kc:

   Kb･:

   .KIII･. :

   K2,,, :-

the many K's denote as below:

K eomputed from Rankine's formula (2),

K computed frorn Coulomb's formula (3),

K eomputed from the formula (6) whieh contains a term

of the angle of the aetual plane of rupture,

K obtained by the experiments and at the moment when

the yielding of the wall becomes sensible, i,e. at point c

in Fig. 21,

K obtained by the experiments and at the moment when

the plane of rupture appears, i.e. at point cl in Fig. 21.

                                                   //

    /L

   lt st
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                   Seetienal ConcZusions.

   The conelusions to be drawn from the

investigation may be stated as follows:

results of the present

      (O [['HE EFFCTS OF THE HORIZONTAL YIELDING OF THE

                WALL ON THE SAND PRESSURE.

   Any yielding of the wall causes a deerease of the horizontal

eomponent o£ the sand pressure. Two different phases are noticed

in the curve of this re]ation between the pressure and the amount

of the yielding of the wall as fol}ows:

   a) During the first phase, i.e. during the slights yielding of

       the wall, the pressure deeyeases proportioRally wieh the

       amount o£ the yielding of the wall.

   b) During the seeond phase, i.e. in the advanced state of the

       yielding, the yieldlng of the wall is remarkably sensible and

       it is given by a few jerks.

       At Iast the plane of rupture appears and a large yielding

       of the wall oeeurs with a single jerk.

       (2) [['HE EFFECTS OF T}IE ROUGHNESS OF THE WALL

               SURFACE ON THE SAND PRESSURE.

   The effeets of the roughness of the wall surface on the horizontal

component of the sand pyessure are shown in Fig. 20. At a definite

point in the yielding of the wall, tbe wall surface which is made of

mat･erial with smaller roughness lnduces greater pressure than that

of rougher ones.

   The sand pressure eomputed fr6m Rankine's or Coulomb's

formula is identieal to the aetual sand pressure whieh aets when

the slight amount of the yielding of the wall tal<es place and the
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sand pressure on a per£ectly unyielding wall seems to take a greater

value than the Rankine's or Coulomb's one.

   These eonclusions are, however, for sands which are completely

dried up, sieved to the size of a definite range as mentioned pre-

viously and filled in the vessel in horizontal Iayevs.

                                     (December 10, 1932)
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